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HOW DO SEARCH ENGINES WORK?

Search engines like Google map the web through the use of crawlers, which are essentially automated scripts that 

“learn” websites (and how they connect) by reading internal and external links.

Crawlers return their findings to a search engine’s central database; that data, combined with the maps that 

properties voluntarily submit to search engines, decides how a searcher’s query is answered.   

Crawlers The Web Servers Your Result
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HOW DO CRAWLERS WORK?

Crawlers map the web like water through a pipe — through internal links (when you link to another page on your 

site), they find and map every page on your site, blazing a trail through every junction until each 

publically accessible corner has been explored.

Simultaneously, crawlers find and explore all of your external links (when you link to a page on another site), using 

those junctions to both explore new sites and to further define and validate yours. The more external links a crawler 

finds on your site (within reason), the more a crawler can associate your property with the internet’s massive and 

constantly expanding sprawl of websites and data. 

Keyword in h1/header tag

Keyword in h2/subhead tag
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WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH SEO?

While SEO is a nebulous term that encompasses a variety of disciplines, the most common and practical 

application is the art of optimizing both your content and your website build for crawlers. The easier it is for 

a crawler to both find and understand your site, the more likely it is to serve your content as a result to a 

searcher’s query. 

It’s a bit easier to divide SEO into two broad categories: technical and content. Both disciplines are 

extremely important, but in most organizations, they are put into practice by different departments.

Technical SEO

- Site build optimization

- URL structure

- Content taxonomy

- Sitemap submission

- Redirects (301, canonical, etc.)

- Redundant page/site cleanup

Content SEO

- Overall content strategy

- Strategic keyword use

- Internal and external link use

- Header and subheader writing

- LSI/alt keyword selection

- Multimedia use and strategy
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17% click Nos. 4-6.

WAIT: HOW IMPORTANT IS SEO?

SEO has always been important, but now that the vast majority of online sessions begins with a search 

engine query — and a dwindling minority involve a “direct” interaction — a site’s search engine results page (SERP) 

ranking can be a make-or-break proposition. The numbers prove it. Ranking matters.

7% of searchers click here.

6% of searchers click here.

4% of searchers click here.

4% of searchers click here.

4% of searchers click here.

3% of searchers click here.

3% of searchers click here.

16% of searchers click to page two.

53% click Nos. 1-3.

30% of searchers click here.

14% of searchers click here.

9% of searchers click here.
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HOW DO I PUT SEO IN PLACE?

While technical SEO is extremely important to a site’s SERP ranking, a significant amount of that effort 

occurs as the site is built. Regular technical updates to a site are both crucial and impactful, but as search engines 

lean more heavily toward content comprehension algorithms, content SEO has become a must-have for general 

site health and visibility. Most importantly, any editor can put best practices in place.

Overall content strategy

You should pattern your site’s content strategy around 
the content and keywords you want to rank for. Do 
your research.  

Strategic keyword use

Make a master list of keywords you want to rank 
highly for. Choose between 75-150 to start, and 
include those in the content you produce.   

Internal and external link use

Pick reputable and reliable sites to link to from your 
content and be proactive to find partners at those sites 
who are willing to do the same for you.

Header and subheader writing

Crawlers weigh numerous factors when mapping your 
site, but they put high importance on heads and subs 
when determining content relevance.   

LSI/alt keyword selection

Search engines have evolved past just primary key-
word matching. Pairing your targeted keywords with 
related terms shows crawlers that you’re legit. 

Multimedia use and strategy

High-quality video and audio helps show crawlers that 
you have a certain amount of sophistication. 
Include them when possible in your content. 
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WHAT ARE CRAWLERS LOOKING FOR?

As part of mapping your site, crawlers are also determining both how reputable your site is and how your content 

relates to potential searcher querys. Here’s what a crawler thinks is most important:

Keyword in h1/header tag

Keyword in h2/subhead tag

Keyword in first 100 words

Links to safe, related content

LSI/alt keywords 

Longer post (650-800 words)
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WHAT ELSE ARE CRAWLERS LOOKING FOR?

Crawlers also evaluate content based on what will show up in SERP, not just what appears in the post.

Keyword in title tag

Total relevant content

Keyword in URL

URL as short as possible

Keyword in meta description
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WHY DO CRAWLERS CARE ABOUT THESE?

In years past, crawlers — and search engines — were less sophisticated in how they evaluated a site for content 

relevancy. Keyword stuffing and content duplication were common as sites tried to game the 

system. But now, engines are essentially measuring all content on one standard:

Is this content desirable to the reader?

Will it answer a searcher’s query?

Is the website safe and reliable?

Will the searcher have to view more results?

Will the searcher read more site content?

Does the site load quickly and efficiently?

How do other readers react to this content?

Do other sites think this page is safe?

Is this page dedicated to serving reader needs?

Is the reader spending time on the page?

Has this site been flagged as spam?
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SO HOW DO I SELECT AND USE KEYWORDS?

While search engines have largely eliminated the shady advantages to keyword stuffing, a strategic 

approach to keywords is still arguably the most important part of SEO. Here’s a primer on how it works:

Compile a master 
list of keywords you 

want to rank for

Use those 
keywords in your 

content

Measure your 
results and track 

your rankings

Select approx. 75-150 
keywords you want to rank for; 

use an online tool

Keywords should be 2-5 words 
in length 

Research your selections to 
see what sites are already in 

that space

All content should use at 
least one of your keywords; 

doesn’t have to exact match

Select and use LSI/alt 
keywords where you can

Use your keywords in h1s, h2s, 
body copy, URLs, titles, and 

descriptor fields

Google your keyword 
selection before you publish 

your content

Wait a few hours, then 
Google again after publishing 

Track your results, per 
keyword, in your master 

spreadsheet
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HOW DO I FIT THIS IN MY SCHEDULE?

Structuring SEO into your schedule doesn’t have to be hard. Moz, one of the web’s leading authorities 

on SEO best practices, has suggested the following efforts to keep your content up to speed:

Monthly:
1 hour

Weekly:
10 minutes

Per content:
3 minutes

Add or subtract keywords from 
your master spreadsheet based 

on performance

Look up and log current SERP 
ranking per keyword

Research and log your URLs 
based on what keywords they 

target

Write content for a keyword in 
your sheet that isn’t 

getting any attention

Reach out to potential link 
partners to broaden footprint

Find content ranking 
between results 5-10 and 

work to improve it 

Determine which keyword 
you’re targeting with this piece 

of content

Devise a few LSI/alt keywords 
to use

Craft a compelling meta 
description and header for the 

SERP result
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WHERE DO I AFFECT THESE THINGS?

Most of what we’ve covered so far can easily be done in your site’s CMS — in most cases, that’s WordPress. Your h1 

and h2 tags, meta description, title tag, and URL are all accessible from your WP editor. 

Your h1 tag field

This is an h2 tag

Where you set an h2 tag

Good spot for keyword

*Don’t forget to add your keyword to your image name and alt text, too. 
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WHERE ELSE DO I AFFECT THESE THINGS?

WordPress’ Yoast editor is pretty handy. Make sure to hit these fields before you post. 

Just a suggestion for Google

Preview your work

Can match h1; needs keyword
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WHAT DO SEARCH ENGINES NOT LIKE?

All search engines — and especially Google — get smarter every day on how they evaluate and rank 

content. We’ve already discussed Google’s most important metric: How well does this content serve the reader? 

So, like most things, SEO strategy works best in moderation — and anything beyond that is likely to earn a penalty, 

which is when a search engine pushes a site down the rankings. 

DO Use targeted keywords in each 
piece of content you produce. DON’T Use your keyword more than 

2% of the time in your copy.

DO Use both internal and 
external links to related content. DON’T Use more than 5-7 links,

unless the content needs it.

DO Produce regular, quality content 
surrounding your targets. DON’T Duplicate content or create pag-

es that are too similar.

DO Allow comments on article 
pages, if desired. DON’T Allow spam in your comments 

section. Delete immediately.
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WHAT ELSE CAN I DO?

Smart content producers have learned to take advantage of Google’s rich results and structured data — the search 

engine’s way of interpreting and representing data in a way that doesn’t necessitate a searcher click. If you see 

you’re targeting a keyword that doesn’t currently feature a rich result on its SERP, think about how you can produce 

a chart, table, or other Google-approved data representation that could earn a top ranking.   

Rich results
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WHAT ELSE CAN I DO?

Google announced in early April (2017) that it would be including a SERP field for “fact-checked” 

information in an effort to combat the recent rise of fake news. While many details are as of yet unknown, news 

sites will likely need to apply to Google to mark stories as checked. Google is likely to reward these sites in its SERP 

rankings.

Fact checked by X

Fact checked by X
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WHAT ARE ACCELERATED MOBILE PAGES?

Accelerated mobile pages, or AMP, are the product of Google’s efforts to create a universal standard and framework 

for rapid-loading pages through mobile SERP results. AMP-enabled pages are reduced to a simpler state and 

loaded directly from Google servers to speed up their load time. While AMP does have its drawbacks, it’s an 

important part of mobile SEO, especially for sites without advertising concerns. 

AMP field
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SHORT TAIL VS. LONG TAIL

Keywords come in two broad varieties — short-tail and long-tail, which are just fancy ways of saying 

“general” and “specific.” Short-tail, or general, keywords are broad, high-level terms that will usually patten your 

site’s purpose (“cheap flights,” “great bars,” “political news”). Long-tail, or specific, keywords narrow down your 

content to audience-specific or regional terms (“cheap flights from Dallas,” “great Dallas bars,” “Kingston insult 

political news”). When you build your keyword spreadsheet, start short-tail, then build the long-tail terms you want 

to target from there. 

“cheap flights”

cheap flights to Dallas

cheap flights from Dallas

cheap flight deals Dallas

cheap flights DFW airport

cheap flights Dallas Love

cheap flights Dallas round trip

“great bars”

great bars Uptown Dallas

great cheap bars Dallas

where to find great bars Dallas

great dive bars Plano

great dive bars never Plano

great bars Dallas Meatloaf karaoke
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HOW OFTEN DOES GOOGLE CHANGE?

Google is constantly changing its search algorithm, relentlessly seeking the best possible way to index and serve 

content to the billions of searches it processes. Minor changes are frequent; major, multitiered changes are more 

uncommon. But neither are typically announced, so companies that stay alert are usually rewarded. Here’s a quick 

roadmap of the largest recent changes:

Fred — March 2017

Possum — September 2016

RankBrain — October 2015

Penguin EverFlux — December 2014

Pigeon — July 2014

Hummingbird — August 2013
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QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?
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travis.stewart@dcustom.com

For more ways to improve your marketing approach, 

contact D Custom. Or, reach out to 

Travis Stewart, director of production and digital delivery:


